Wall and ceiling

living performance

Parador not only prepares the
ground for exclusive furnishing:
our all-rounders and products
making things possible for wall and
ceiling are classics of customised
interior design.

ClickBoard and decor panels
continue our range at a high level:
they turn wall and ceiling surfaces
from architectural necessities into
expressive elements of exclusive
furnishing.

Whether used on the ceiling, for a
loft extension, as a facing shell or
a light partition wall: implementing
home improvement ideas, renovating yourself and having fun at the
same time – that is what sets the
two Parador product lines apart –
stylistic confidence included.
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living

Living performance
is the core of the Parador brand.
For us, living means appreciating
beauty. Performance is precisely that.
Parador combines both at the highest
level – and prepares the ground for
individual living spaces.

performance

Art of living
meets performance
The world is changing. Increasingly complex
challenges and multi-faceted impressions create
surprising movements, ultimately fashioning a new
dimension to the value of home living.
People who deal with forms of individual living
and identify with their home in a new way turn
into communities, who take care with their home
surroundings.
The criteria by which the quality of life and living
are re-evaluated are changing. Parador products
make a sustainable contribution in this regard. In
them, beauty, design and technology, worth and
longevity are combined to form a perceptible and
emotional basis that withstands the demands of
everyday life.
In this respect, our aim is to earn the trust of
our customers for everything that we do – with
clear values and a clear attitude: we are genuine,
innovative and ambitious. We are proud of
combining valuable home living with artistic life
through what we do.
Living performance.

1. Our attitude is a clear compass
that points to the future.

2. Inspirations from art,
architecture and society
give our products
character and personality.

3. The highest standards of
quality “made in Germany“
are the foundation and drive
for our work.

4. An innovative spirit and excellent
technology lead to results and
awards recognised worldwide.

5. Our products promote healthy
living, are low on emissions
and create a pleasant living
environment.

6. Sustainability is our
foundation and goes hand in
hand with our responsibility to
preserve nature for the next
generations.

Parador
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We are Parador

Innovation hub and material
workshop, trendsetter and
design leader: Parador is as
versatile as the products for
which the company stands.
On these pages we show
what makes our wide offer so
special: a declaration of love to
the possibilities of customised
room interior design.
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b

c

We at Parador have burning
passion for products that inspire
ourselves – and for our commitment
to quality. This commitment is
reflected in the fitting accuracy of
the click geometry as well as in the
perfectly matched accessories.
Since 1977 we have been applying
this passion to develop wall and
ceiling claddings at our own production site in Coesfeld, where our
headquarters and registered office
are located.

a

Innovative technology is good for
one thing above all: our customers.
Decor panels from Parador are
particularly installation-friendly. Due
to the patented click mechanism or
with the tongue-and-groove push-in
connection they can be assembled
quickly and safely – even singlehandedly. And collections like
Milano and RapidoClick have
become renowned brand names in
the meantime. ClickBoard too
replaces time-consuming painting
work on plasterboard walls – and
the wall is complete after the installation: progress is a tradition for us.

a The new Parador panel Polygon powder:
the urban, geometric design shows off its
particular sophistication through the polygon
shapes with soft edges and, depending on
the incidence of light, accentuates particularly
vibrant contrasts.
b Nature constantly inspires us – and thus
becomes the basis for repeatedly developing
new decors.
c Parador ClickBoard and decor panels –
amazingly simple in terms of handling,
ambitious in terms of the result.

Our products are as varied as the
world in which we live. The design
of our range for walls and ceilings is
also impressive in optical terms:
there is something fitting and inspiring for every space and every taste.
Various surface textures and attractive decors, from classic to modern,
perfect wood reproductions and
unusual graphic patterns stand for a
sense of style in interior decoration –
and honour our claim to be one
of the world’s leading brands for
interior design and architecture.
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1744540
Panels
Polygon powder
Iconics
RapidoClick

Our passion lifts the work on the
product from rationality to the level
of sensuality. In the product world,
uniqueness is increasingly important: products with soul. We take
this conviction into account with our
new “Iconics” products. They are
modern signs with iconographic
potential – bold, extraordinary and at
the same time relevant to the
design of beautiful spaces with a
special character.
More on Pages 28 and 29.

Wall and ceiling

For anyone wanting to make stylish
unique pieces out of walls and ceilings
quickly, simply and tastefully, the
Parador range for walls and ceilings is
the first choice.
Essentially we distinguish between
large-area ClickBoard and decor panels
in different formats and with traditional
as well as trendy looks.
No matter what the furnisher has a
passion for – both assortments solve
the challenges of modern architecture
fittingly and with a personal touch.

ClickBoard makes designing
individual sections of the room
particularly easy – and supports
a spacious overall impression.

Decor panels, due to their diversity,
different panel widths and joint
designs, underline the character of
valuable home living in particular.
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Parador

Home panels

Style panels

Novara panels

RapidoClick panels

MilanoClick panels

is our collection for all those
wanting to design and clad
walls, sloping roofs and
ceilings. With simple handling
and installation-friendly formats,
it allows individual areas to be
deliberately accentuated – so
that any place can be turned
into an individual home.

is our entry-level segment
into the sophisticated world of
home living. Made in Germany,
the Home decor panels collection is characterised by the full
coating on the edges, a tongueand-groove push-in profile and
a modest, stylish selection of
decors.

will impress all those for whom
walls and ceilings are also an
expression of an attitude: the
line for beginners combines a
variety of designs with the
patented click mechanism for
an effortless installation with
results at a high level.

are our range of branded panels
with a tongue-and-groove
connection for all friends
of the exclusive: Novara stands
for extraordinary design – and
for installing elements that
give spaces a traditional or
trend-conscious character.

come with the patented
click mechanism, which
enables ambitious ideas in
the home to be effortlessly
turned into reality even
without much previous
experience. The matching
accessories ensure a perfect
result.

impress, apart from the click
mechanism, optically above all:
as the widest panel, MilanoClick proves to be a genuine
all-rounder in the room. The
panel surfaces and a width that
gives spaces a calm, elegant
character, allow a great deal of
freedom when it comes to
creating ambitious interior
designs.
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that turn
any
place
into a
genuine
home.

ClickBoard

We
live
for
products

ClickBoard and panels made by Parador
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Wall and ceiling collections

Parador

Wall and ceiling highlights
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1602127
ClickBoard
Concrete look
Fine plaster

1744523
Panels
Textura
Novara

1744538
Panels
Arctic Pine
RapidoClick

Light Living
Parador ClickBoard and panels underline
the character of rooms – and give them
a light quality that endures.

1744537
Panels
Soft Shades
RapidoClick

Parador
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1085864

ClickBoard and panels made by Parador

ClickBoard
White
Fine plaster

ClickBoard

Parador ClickBoard combines a
sense for individual living with a
simple installation.
The purist decors are based on
the home living trends of our time.
Also with a primed surface and a
light fine plaster texture, Parador
ClickBoard stands for choice in
customised interior design – quick,
simple and without joints.

Lightfast

Light installation suitability

Safe-Lock®

Suitable for damp rooms

Individual colouring possible*

* only primed texture
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Parador

ClickBoard

1602127
18

19

ClickBoard
Concrete look
Fine plaster

1285 × 389 × 12 mm 1085862
2585 × 389 × 12 mm 1085863
2585 × 492 × 12 mm 1085864

Primed texture
Untreated

1285 × 389 × 12 mm 1085197
2585 × 389 × 12 mm 1085198
2585 × 492 × 12 mm 1085199

parador.de/en

ClickBoard

White
Fine plaster

Concrete look
Fine plaster

1285 × 389 × 12 mm 1602120
2585 × 389 × 12 mm 1602127
2585 × 492 × 12 mm 1602131

All wood and stone decors are brilliant reproductions.

Simply enter the product
number into the search field on
our website and see brilliant,
large, detailed images for each
decor, even in a 3D-view.
Whether you want a product
comparison, material calculator
or technical data – here you will
find everything that gives you
guidance when selecting your
favourite product.
parador.de/en

Format descriptions are cover dimensions.

Parador
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1134662

ClickBoard and panels made by Parador

Panels
Ash white
polished planked
RapidoClick

Panels

Different widths, joint designs
and surfaces and patented click
mechanism: Parador decor
panels enable freedom.
The spectrum of choice of
decors ranges from the perfect
reproduction of real wood
through to trend-conscious
graphic designs.

Patented click mechanism

Tongue and groove connection

Suitable for damp rooms

Lightfast

Light installation suitability
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Parador

Panels
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22

1242
2042
2562
3292
4092

×
×
×
×
×

Novara
192
192
192
192
192

×
×
×
×
×

10 mm
10 mm
10 mm
10 mm
10 mm

1602359
1602368
1602369
1602381
1602388

White high gloss

Panels

×
×
×
×
×

206
206
206
206
206

×
×
×
×
×

12 mm
12 mm
12 mm
12 mm
12 mm

1274 × 206 × 12 mm 1258326
2044 × 206 × 12 mm 1258520
2579 × 206 × 12 mm 1258525

1602389
1602413
1602428
1602452
1602460

1242
2042
2562
3292
4092

×
×
×
×
×

Novara
192
192
192
192
192

×
×
×
×
×

10 mm
10 mm
10 mm
10 mm
10 mm

587071
1602366
587081
1602376
1602384

Ash white
polished planked

RapidoClick
1274
2044
2579
3294
4094

MilanoClick
2579 × 272 × 12 mm 1258536

×
×
×
×
×

206
206
206
206
206

1242
2042
2562
3292
4092

×
×
×
×
×

192
192
192
192
192

×
×
×
×
×

10 mm
10 mm
10 mm
10 mm
10 mm

587070
1602367
587080
1602380
1602387

×
×
×
×
×

12 mm
12 mm
12 mm
12 mm
12 mm

1134662
1258513
1134599
1602451
1602459

RapidoClick
×
×
×
×
×

12 mm
12 mm
12 mm
12 mm
12 mm

1173805
1258512
1173946
1602445
1602454

1274
2044
2579
3294
4094

×
×
×
×
×

206
206
206
206
206

MilanoClick

MilanoClick

2579 × 272 × 12 mm 1744521

2579 × 272 × 12 mm 1258526

1242 × 192 × 10 mm 1744525
2562 × 192 × 10 mm 1744529

Pine white

1242 × 192 × 10 mm 1602362
2562 × 192 × 10 mm 1602372

Novara

Novara

Novara

Novara
Arctic Pine

Novara
Ash white
planked

RapidoClick

RapidoClick
1274
2044
2579
3294
4094

1242 × 192 × 10 mm 1258128
2562 × 192 × 10 mm 1258130

White Lines

1242 × 192 × 10 mm 1745714
2562 × 192 × 10 mm 1745715

Romana

1242 × 192 × 10 mm 1173968
2562 × 192 × 10 mm 1173983

RapidoClick

RapidoClick

RapidoClick

RapidoClick

1274 × 206 × 12 mm 1744532
2044 × 206 × 12 mm 1744535
2579 × 206 × 12 mm 1744538

1274 × 206 × 12 mm 1602410
2044 × 206 × 12 mm 1602421
2579 × 206 × 12 mm 1602437

1274 × 206 × 12 mm 1745712
2044 × 206 × 12 mm 1745711
2579 × 206 × 12 mm 1745710

1274 × 206 × 12 mm 1173944
2044 × 206 × 12 mm 1258514
2579 × 206 × 12 mm 1173963

All wood and stone decors are brilliant reproductions.

Format descriptions are cover dimensions.

parador.de/en

Novara
Matt-finish white
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Pleasant home accents:
Parador decor panels give
spaces and room situations
a rich variety and individuality.

1667750
Panels
Ash white
Home

Parador

Panels

27

26

1242 × 141 × 10 mm 1667749
2562 × 141 × 10 mm 1667747

Style

Home

Home
Ash pearl-white

Ash white

1242 × 141 × 10 mm 1667752
2562 × 141 × 10 mm 1667750

Floral white

1274 × 165 × 10 mm 1667570
2579 × 165 × 10 mm 1667568

Novara
Oak Vintage

1242 × 192 × 10 mm 1602364
2562 × 192 × 10 mm 1602374
RapidoClick

Panels

parador.de/en

1274 × 206 × 12 mm 1602412
2044 × 206 × 12 mm 1602425
2579 × 206 × 12 mm 1602440

Oak light

1274 × 165 × 10 mm 1667563
2579 × 165 × 10 mm 1667562

All wood and stone decors are brilliant reproductions.

Maple

1242 × 141 × 10 mm 1667755
2562 × 141 × 10 mm 1667753

Format descriptions are cover dimensions.

Style

Home

Home

Style

Beech

1242 × 141 × 10 mm 1667759
2562 × 141 × 10 mm 1667758

Californian walnut

1274 × 165 × 10 mm 1667746
2579 × 165 × 10 mm 1667744

Parador Iconics

“Eye-catchers
with a feel-good
atmosphere.“
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Novara

RapidoClick
Polygon grey
Iconics

2579 × 206 × 12 mm 1744539

Textura

1242 × 192 × 10 mm 1744523
2562 × 192 × 10 mm 1744527
RapidoClick
1274 × 206 × 12 mm 1744530
2044 × 206 × 12 mm 1744533
2579 × 206 × 12 mm 1744536

parador.de/en

28

Panels

RapidoClick
Polygon powder
Iconics

According to an old Japanese
legend, anyone who folds 1,000
origami cranes is granted a wish by
the gods. The lightness of paper and
the joy of origami also conjure the
impression of light and dynamic
movements on the wall in the
Parador Polygon Powder panel: the

2579 × 206 × 12 mm 1744540

Style
Concrete

1274 × 165 × 10 mm 1667567
2579 × 165 × 10 mm 1667566
MilanoClick

new development makes walls
appear three dimensional. The
urban, geometric design shows
off its sophistication through the
polygon shapes and, depending on
the incidence of light, accentuates
vibrant contrasts.

2579 × 272 × 12 mm 1326698

All wood and stone decors are brilliant reproductions.

Format descriptions are cover dimensions.

Parador

Panels

1744524
30

31

Panels
Soft Shades
Novara

Style
1274 × 165 × 10 mm 1667554
2579 × 165 × 10 mm 1667546

Panels

parador.de/en

Arctic-white
high gloss

Novara
Soft Shades

1242 × 192 × 10 mm 1744524
2562 × 192 × 10 mm 1744528
RapidoClick
1274 × 206 × 12 mm 1744531
2044 × 206 × 12 mm 1744534
2579 × 206 × 12 mm 1744537

All wood and stone decors are brilliant reproductions.

Format descriptions are cover dimensions.
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Parador decor panels are
versatile companions for
design wishes – at times
extravagant, at times classically
restrained and discreet.

1744523
Panels
Textura
Novara

Overview of wall and ceiling range

ClickBoard

Panels

Makes more from walls and ceilings

The universal talent

Product range

ClickBoard

Home

Style

Novara

RapidoClick

MilanoClick

Range of decors

3 decors

4 decors

5 decors

11 decors

13 decors

4 decors

Surfaces

2 versions

–

–

–

–

–

15 years

15 years

15 years

15 years

15 years

15 years

1242 / 2562 × 141 × 10 mm

1274 / 2579 × 165 × 10 mm

1242 / 2042 / 2562 / 3292 /
4092 × 192 × 10 mm

1274 / 2044 / 2579 / 3294 /
4094 × 206 × 12 mm

2579 × 272 × 12 mm

1250 / 2570 × 149 × 10 mm

1280 / 2585 × 182 × 10 mm

1250 / 2050 / 2570 / 3300 /
4100 × 200 × 10 mm

1280 / 2050 / 2585 / 3300 /
4100 × 223 × 12 mm

2585 × 289 × 12 mm

Joint pattern

Panels close together without
noticeable ends.
Closed overall impression
The design joint provides for delicate
transitions and an exclusive look.
Modern 0-cm-joint due to all-round
softline edge. The individual panels
are particularly emphasised.

Quality

The Iconics products are
synonymous with Parador’s
design and craftsmanship.

Technology
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Look

Parador

Guarantee
15

years

Cover
dimensions

1285 × 389 × 12 mm

Calculated dimensions
Intended use

Ceilings
Loft extension
Facing shell
Light partition wall

HDF core board
MDF core board
Suitable for
wet rooms

Lightfast

Light installation suitability

Profile

Suitable for bathrooms and kitchens
thanks to HDF-/MDF core. Not for use
in splashing water areas

Good lightfastness according to DIN
EN ISO 4892-2 against fading due to
sunlight

Thanks to heat resistance up to 110 °C
suitable for continuous operation of
recessed luminaires

Patented click mechanism with SafeLock® PRO profile: simply join the
planks and securely engage them
Tongue and groove interlocking profile
for quick and easy assembly (bracket
recommendation: Profile claw 3 for
tongue and groove panels)
Patented click mechanism for
fast, easy and safe assembly
(bracket recommendation:
fixing claw for click panels)

2585 × 389 × 12 mm

2585 × 492 × 12 mm
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Parador

Perfect renovation solution: With easyto-assemble formats, the Parador wall
and ceiling range is suitable for use as
a facing shell, ceiling, loft extension or,
with ClickBoard, even as a light partition
wall.
Besides the stylish decors in extraordinary brilliance, different types of
joint add to the effect: they show off
the range of formats in masterly fashion.

Formats for ClickBoard and panels
36

Product knowledge

You can find a complete product
overview with all formats on
Pages 34 and 35.

Joint design
Without joint
ClickBoard
The jointless connection enables
a large-scale effect without
recognisable spaces.

Design joint
Panels Style / RapidoClick /
MilanoClick
The design joint of the Click
panels gives rooms an individual
look due to delicate transitions.

All the technical details are available under
parador.de/en/your-floor/product-knowledge/
clickboard-panels

0-cm joint
Panels Home / Novara
The modern 0-cm joint with allround Softline edge emphasises
every single panel and shows
it off in masterly fashion.

37

Parador

Technology

Parador ClickBoard is ideally suitable
for designing walls, ceilings and
sloping roofs on a large scale and
also for cladding them, as well as for
deliberately accentuating individual
areas.
To make the interior design process
fast, simple and effective, ClickBoard is
ready for the home in a few work steps –
with no filling, sanding, painting or
wallpapering.

38
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Parador ClickBoard
1 Overlay

Universal talent
The intelligent composition of Parador
ClickBoard guarantees an easy installation
method, stability and a long life cycle.
The sturdy, water-repellent top layer
made of melamine resin ensures an
authentic feel and particularly effective
protection.

The highly compressed, swell-resistant
core board provides high dimensional
stability and minimises effects from
climate fluctuations and extraordinary
loads. A backing and the patented click
mechanism with Safe-Lock® profile
complete the technical features of
Parador ClickBoard.

2 Decor paper

1

3 Barrier paper
4 HDF core board
5 Backing

3

2

6 Safe-Lock®

4
5

6

Parador

Technology

Parador decor panels are an excellent
choice for designing spaces in a varied
and individual manner.
After simple installation they contribute to a pleasant feel in the home and
make walls, ceilings and whole living
rooms more attractive in no time at all.

40
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Style / RapidoClick / MilanoClick
1 Decor paper
2 HDF core board
3 Patented click-profile

1

Parador decor panels
Character piece
Parador decor panels are particularly well
suited for ceilings, loft extensions as well
as for facing formwork. Parador offers
them with two different connection
systems: in the Home and Novara collections in the form of the tried-and-tested
tongue-and-groove push-in connection,
and in the Style, RapidoClick and

MilanoClick collections with the patented
click mechanism for a particularly stable
installation with simple handling. The
decor layer is equipped with a protection
against moisture and light mechanical
loads. An HDF or MDF core board provides
high dimensional stability against effects
from climate fluctuations and extraordinary
loads.

2

3

2

3

Home / Novara
1 Decor paper
2 MDF core board
3 Tongue-and-groove push-in profile

1

Parador

Accessories

Mouldings for ClickBoard and panels
The mouldings that match the decor create the
perfect transition, thus generating a harmonious
overall impression. Their different forms give any
space an individual appearance. Matching caps in
aluminium look or white ensure a perfect finish to
the mouldings.
parador.de/en/your-floor/product-knowledge/skirtingsclickboard-panels
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Fastening aids
When purchasing Parador ClickBoard and decor
panels, start thinking about the matching accessories. With our helpers, the installation process
is managed in a few steps: special fastening aids
such as claws and moulding clips for the panels
or centre clips and screws for ClickBoard enable
everything to be easily attached.
parador.de/en/services/downloads/wall-ceiling

Effortless transitions: as a system supplier,
Parador provides the exactly matched
accessories for assembly.

All the accessories and everything
you need to fasten our ClickBoards
and panels can be found here and
ordered directly:
parador.de/en/skirtings-accessoires

Assembly accessories
All that is needed for assembly is
a hammering block. Parador ClickBoard and panels can sometimes
also be attached single-handedly.
parador.de/en/services/downloads/
wall-ceiling
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Sustainability

We act sustainably, take responsibility
for the future and are committed to
bringing the environment, social issues
and responsible business practices in
perfect balance.

44

Setting standards. Taking responsibility.

We say Yes to
reducing CO2

Production
in Germany
and Austria

When it comes to manufacturing products
that are healthy in the home, we use tested
raw materials. During the manufacture of all
Parador products, besides wood we use other
high quality, recyclable and environmentallyfriendly materials from monitored sources;
engineered wood flooring is, of course, produced
by us using timber from sustainably managed
forests.

We are continuously certified by independent
institutions. Production, materials and products
from Parador go beyond statutory requirements
when it comes to meeting the value standards of
a brand with responsibility. We are the first and
only flooring manufacturer in Germany to be
EMAS-certified since 2015: EMAS is the most
demanding system worldwide for environmental
management.

We are committed to our particular
responsibility for the environment. Wood is
sustainable and actively contributes to climate
protection. Once installed, all Parador
products are characterised by a long life cycle.
Where we can, we use materials that can be
easily reused in terms of energy and material.

Plant-for-the-Planet. Since 2011 Parador has
been a partner of the “Plant-for-the-Planet“
foundation, which campaigns worldwide for
reforestation and climate justice. We support the
initiative with tree-planting campaigns, as a result
of which almost 200,000 trees have been planted
by Parador alone.

Combined
transport routes
train / truck

Recyclable
packaging

Responsible
production

Only for
ClickBoard

Émissions dans l‘air intérieur
(Klasse A+)
This national classification valid
in France indicates the quality
of the indoor air.

TÜV Rheinland
The TÜV test mark confirms
independent monitoring of the
quality, production and functionality of the Parador products.

Only for
panels

Émissions dans l‘air intérieur
(Klasse A)
This national classification valid
in France indicates the quality
of indoor air.

Der Blaue Engel
(The Blue Angel)
“Der Blaue Engel” certifies that
Parador products are low
on emissions based on the
current award principles.

PEFC™
This trademark is awarded
to products that meet the
requirements of the certification
system for the documentation
and improvement of sustainable
forest management with regard
to economic, ecological and
social standards.
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Service and contact
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You can find out more information
about us, our quality and design
standards and about our products
on parador.de/en. If you have any
questions, we will be happy to help
you. We thank you for your visit!

Inspiration

Service hotline

Be inspired by international design
trends and the elegance of timeless
furnishing styles: you will find
everything about our comprehensive
range, the company and new products
and innovations from the Parador
stable at parador.de/en

Do you have any questions about the selection
of products or technical questions regarding our
products? Then give us a call. Our advice team
will be happy to help you.

+49 (0) 2541 736 678
Monday to Friday 8 a.m. – 7 p.m.
at local rate from a German landline

160 2127
ClickBoard
Concrete look
Fine plaster

Vinyl flooring | Modular ONE
Engineered wood flooring
Laminate flooring
ClickBoard | Panels
Mouldings and accessories
Parador GmbH
Millenkamp 7– 8
48653 Coesfeld
Germany

Hotline +49 (0)2541 736 678
info@parador.de
parador.de/en
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